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“Karnataka is very important for the nation to note because currently there are some 

political parties, Mayawati ji, Mamata Banerjee ji, all of them who are talking about this 

Gathbandhan or what we in the BJP call “Mahamilawat”. 

The Karnataka example is a shining example to the rest of the country, on what a 

“Mahamilawat” does for the benefit of the people, so here are three broad strategies for 

BJP’s campaign in Karnataka:  

1)  To remind people what the UPA did in 10 years and what situation they left the 

country in 2014, high inflation - no growth, high corruption - no benefits to people, high 

NPA - high frauds, banking system destroyed. This will be put out in the front of people 

especially when today Rahul Gandhi is trying to make everybody forget about the 

past of the Congress.  

 

2) The performance of Narendra Modi ji’s government starting from corruption free 

governance to a government that has been showing scale, determination and size.  In 

five years, it has launched a series of programs that has touched every person in this 

country - Middle class to farmer, poor to upper middle class, defense to government 

servant. It will be about the performance of the Narendra Modi government. This 

election is a fight about Narendra Modi Ji’s government's development and 

governance track record versus 10 years of UPA. 



 

3) This argument of a coalition against Narendra Modi ji, that is bound by nothing but 

hate for Narendra Modi ji, with no common ideology , no common economic policy , 

no common governance ideology,  has to be shown up and exposed in the context 

of what the Congress has done with JDS in Karnataka. The Congress was rejected.  The 

people / voters of Karnataka rejected the Congress in 2018 and the Congress has tried 

to come back into government through the back door using the JDS.  That is exactly 

what a Mahamilawat government will be, that they are trying to propose.  

So there's absolutely no doubt in anybody's mind the performance and the track record 

of Prime Minister Narendra Modi ji’s government is there for everybody to see,  the 

opposition with use lies,  the opposition will use half truths,  the opposition will try and 

move this to local issue but even then, I tell you, the performance of Narendra Modi ji’s  

Government vis a vis Karnataka, the fund allocation, the railway infrastructure project 

development in Karntaka ,  this government is willing to take even that challenge and 

enter into a debate with this JDS Congress Mahamilawat. So, we have absolutely no 

doubt as under the leadership of Yeddyurappa ji and other leaders of BJP Karnataka, 

that the people and voters of Karnataka will give a resounding mandate to MPs who will 

send Prime Minister Narendra Modi Ji for another term as prime minister. This election is 

about will be the prime minister to the next five years.” 

 

- RAJEEV CHANDRASEKHAR 

MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT  

BHARATIYA JANTA PARTY 

  

FIGHT AGAINST TERRORISM 

“The fight against terrorism by the Narendra Modi government is an example of the 

difference between how the Congress has handled terrorism and terrorists and how the 

Narendra Modi Government is handled terrorists.  That is one example, there are hundreds of 

examples that we would put in front of people. This election is a fight about Narendra Modi 

Ji’s government's development and governance track record versus 10 years of UPA.” 

RAJEEV CHANDRASEKHAR 

MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT  

BHARATIYA JANTA PARTY 
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